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USHIK Definition:

USHIK Definition

The United States Health Information Knowledgebase (USHIK) is a metadata registry of healthcarerelated data standards funded and directed by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ)
and management support in partnership with the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services.
Issue xx: Month 20xx
This metadata registry consists of health information data element definitions, values and information
models that enable browsing, comparison, synchronization and harmonization within a uniform query
and interface environment. This allows for public and private organizations to harmonize information
formats with existing and emerging healthcare standards.
Common Formats Portal at USHIK
The complete metadata for Common Formats v1.1 and v1.2 is housed at USHIK where USHIK has
designated a portal specifically for Common Formats research/reference.
Once at the USHIK web site, (http://ushik.ahrq.gov), the user can select the “Common Formats” tab at
the upper middle of the web page. From here the user utilizes the “Data Elements” and “Forms” links
listed under the Artifacts section of the Common Formats tab dropdown menu to navigate through
Common Formats data elements and forms.

Common Formats Data Elements details page
On the Data Elements details page, the user can browse the data elements and the corresponding
versions. The user can select a data element to view more detailed information. To export the data

element along with its associated metadata attributes into either Microsoft Excel or Adobe PDF format,
the user can select the checkbox next to the data elements of interest and select “Export to Excel” or
“Export to PDF.”
As the user browses through the data elements, they can add data elements of interest into a “Saved List” by
selecting “Add to Saved List”. To export the data elements from the saved list into Microsoft Excel or Adobe PDF,
the user selects an option from the “Compare/Download Selected” section of the page.

Common Formats Forms details page
On the Forms details page, the user can browse the forms and corresponding versions. The user can
select a form to view detailed information about the form and its associated data elements.
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